ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA TO VOLUME 35

The editors are glad to have readers of the *Journal* call errors and omissions to their attention for the purpose of making future lists like this as complete as possible.

Page 14, line 19: For *amuqulayi* read *amuqulayi*

Page 21, line 4: *After*, but overlooked by Lewicki and Poppe *add* in their respective transcriptions, although Lewicki does have it in his “Translitération” (p. 49, l. 1) as *u* and Poppe in his “Транслитерация” (p. 86, l. 1) and “Transliteration” (p. [63], l. 1) as “... u”.

Page 22, line 11: *After born.* *insert* Lewicki, it should be observed, seemed to be of the same opinion, to judge by the restoration *[su·dur·tur k'e·ɔ]*: in his “Translitération” (p. 49, l. 1), although only “sudur” appears as such without brackets in his “Transcription” (p. 53 §10). The letter *f* (his §), however, is clearly visible in the rubbings and should not be set within the brackets.

Page 23, note 73, line 7: For *существование* read *существование* *and add*: возрождаться в образе девушки (*TT VII 52137*).

Page 36, line 22: For *amuqulayi* read *amuqulayi*

Page 38, line 14: For *amuqulayi* read *amuqulayi*

Page 38, line 21: For *has attained* read *attained*

Page 124, line 13: *After country, add*: or Han Wo 韓僕,

Page 234, line 26: For 33444444 read 33444444

Page 236, line 6: *For before, read* two beats before

Page 256, note 60, line 1: For the musical setting of this poem (JGDC 5.71rv), read the JGDC musical setting of this poem (5.71rv)

Page 261, note 73, line 4: For *goods*, read *gods*

Page 301, line 2: For *LE CHE-CHOUO-SIN-YU*, read *LE CHE-CHOUO-SIN-YU*
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